For iwenty years Professor Michael Roberts' work on the »Military Revolution« of the period 1560 -1660 enjoyed undisputed pre-eminence as the accepted interpretation of military developments in early modern Europe^. In 1976, an article by Geoffrey Parker made the first -and to my knowledge, only -general criticisms of Roberts' thesis that a series of tactical changes had a revolutionary impact upon European warfare^. Professor Parker expressed reasoned doubts about whether these changes could be described as revolutionary, since serious inconsistencies emerge in any attempt to assess their practical impact. Why, in 1634, did the tactically conservative Spanish army wipe out the »new model« Swedish at Nördlingen^? Why were the developments in tactics and strategy unable to bring the European conflict to any decisive conclusion? Parker's suggestion is that Roberts greatly over-emphasized inflexibility and traditionalism in the »conservative« armies, particularly the Spanish. He proposes that it is possible to trace a receptiveness to similar tactical developments back at least to the condottiere of the fifteenth Century, and that a willingness to approach common military problems was not confined to the Dutch and the Swedes. In matters of developing firepower, the quality of cavalry, the deployment of small units and in effective training, the Spanish army was quite as progressive as its rivals Yet the effect of this is to confirm by implication the importance of the tactical changes commonly ascribed to the Nassau and to Gustavus Adolphus. The value and relevance of these developments in explaining military success in the first half of the seventeenth Century are not questioned; neither is the assumption of the importance of tactical change explored in any general way. Some further re-evaluation of the way in which battles were won and lost during the period may therefore be possible and valuable even though, in the absence of entirely accurate accounts of the conduct of specific engagements, some of the proposals must remain conjectural. Professor Roberts moves from the tactical changes which were the essential dement in the »Military Revolution«, towards their main consequence, the development of a new concept of strategy, which envisaged war upon a much broader scale, fought by incomparably larger armies'. This, once again, is supported largely by reference to Sweden. Professor Parker's modification -that strategy had always been determined by geography, and above all by the presence or absence of modern fortresses -is equally clearly a reflection of his concentration upon the Low Countries and the territories of the Spanish Crown'. My research into the administration and Organisation of the French army in the second quarter of the seventeenth Century leads me to propose an alternative argument; while it would not be reasonable to maintain that military art actually regressed after 1560, a case will be made that the characteristic of the period was not revolution, but an almost complete failure to meet the challenges posed by the administration and deployment of contemporary armies. Batties were won and lost largely incidentally of the tactical changes of the period. Moreover, battles themselves were rendered almost irrelevant by the failure of a broader concept of strategy to come to terms with the real determinants of warfare in this period.
I
Professor Roberts argues for tactical developments in two general respects: changes in the size and shape of formations deployed on the battlefield, and a more effective co-ordination of infantry, cavalry and artillery.
A) A central contention is that the average size of infantry units was veiy substantially reduced in the Century after 1560, and that this reflected a conscious tactical choice on the part of the »progressives« ^. Yet as Parker suggests, the phenomenon of a dechne in unit size was equally evident in the case of the Spanish tercios^. In France, the 1534 and 1558 plans for legions of 6,000 men gave way to the reaHty of regiments of 1,500-2,000 men by the later sixteenth Century'. It seems more appropriate to regard the first stage of the reduction in unit size as a simple response to improvements in the firepower of hand guns. The primary aim of a general reduction was to make better use of the shot, which had hitherto been regarded as a secondary weapon, incapable of winning a battle in its own right. The redoubtable Swiss phalanx of the later fifteenth Century had been composed of two groups of soldiers, those carrying the langspiess, the eighteen foot ancestor of the shorter, more manoeuvrable pike'°, and those armed with close-range weapons, principally the halberd. The weight and awkwardness of the langspiess rendered it far less attractive to the Swiss soldier, and the imbalance between the two weapons was causing concern by the early sixteenth Century". In fact, however, the increasing deployment of a third weapon -firearms under the generic term of arquehuses -completely changed this Situation. While every attempt was made to preserve the proportion of langspiesse/pike in the infantry unit, the halberd was sacrificed to the arquehuse, and the number of troops armed with these was permitted to rise The contributory factor in this may have been the development of more affective firearms, though whether this can be identified with a clearly recognised single Innovation -the introduction of the musket -seems open to question
The crucial decade for the emergence of firepower could well be the 1520's. Within three years both the Swiss phalanx and the French gendarmerie suffered crushing defeats at the hands of Spanish arquehusiers operating in conjunction with artillery from prepared positions From these events it is possible to trace a steady upward growth in the proportions of firearms within the infantry unit, through the Spanish developments of the 1550's/60's^', up to the high point of the concern to maximise firepower, evidenced in the reformed Dutch army of the late sixteenth Century'^. In this Situation, the reduction of the overall size of the infantry unit appears as a logical consequence. The shift from halberdiers to arquebusiers/musketeers is only comprehensible if it is assumed that the Commanders actually wished to employ their enhanced firepower. There is necessarily a limit to the number of rows in a formation which can be equipped with firearms; beyond this depth the soldiers will obstruct one another, or the time taken for successive discharges by each row will exceed the time required for the first row to reload. The obvious means to ensure that all the firearms could be used was simply to decrease the depth of the entire unit, spreading the shot outwards in lines or shallow blocks. If, however, a large unit of c. 3,000 troops were to be disposed in this shallower formation, it would either be dangerously over-extended, or large numbers of shot would be excessively distanced from the protective body of pike. The reduction of the' overall size of the unit to a typical 1,500 -2,000 appears to have solved these problems. The further reduction, undertaken by Maurice of Nassau, from 1,500 to 550 men, seems less clearly advantageous. Yet on the supposition that this was also integral to »progressive« armies, considerable ingenuity has been devoted to showing the superiority of the Dutch battalion. One proposal is that as the proportion of officers in this smaller unit was much higher, the troops could be better drilled and supervised in the execution of complex commands. Yet Jacobi of Wallhausen, one of the strongest exponents of the Dutch reforms, criticises this as simple extravagance, increasing the wage bill for each unit to no practical purpose'^. The implication of the proposal is that the existing regiments were passive monsters, incapable of adjustment to changed circumstances on the battlefield and impervious to the commands of their officers. In fact, the number of officers in a typical regiment appears to have been perfectly adequate. Manoeuvres and drill exercises depended less upon the officers than upon the experience of veterans, soldiers who were placed in the three important positions in each line: chef de file, chef de demi-file and chef de serre-file. These key men, the appointes in each Company, would be expected to take up marker positions at the front, middle and rear of each line to ensure that the inexperienced recruits executed Orders and held their positions It might be suggested that only states which lacked the nucleus of a »standing« army would require the very elaborate drill Instructions and small formations characteristic of the Dutch reforms Roberts himself speaks of the drill sense of the tercios^°, while the ability of the Spanish infantry at Rocroi to transform themselves from a line into a massive hollow Square is evidence of this capacity in action^V The other argument advanced in favour of the Maurician battalion is the supposedly greater flexibility that it gave the Commander of the army, who possessed two or three times the number of units as his traditional opponent. Professor Parker points out that the Spanish had employed escuadrons of between 600 and 3,000 men whenever these were required for a particular task^^. The French readiness to form hataillons indicates a similar willingness to break up the regiment when it proved necessary^'. Yet these smaller units were not systematised; pitched battles of the period had little to do with infantry flexibility; military survival and success required the highest levels of cohesion -both within individual units and across the entire front of the army. It is impossible to see how the Maurician battalions could provide this better than the larger units, and the evidence suggests that contemporaries remained in all significant cases unconvinced. The newly levied forces of the German protestants adopted these smaller units -probably to compensate for a shortage of experienced veterans. Their armies suffered an uninterrupted series of major defeats down to 1631. Indeed, even at Breitenfeld, the Saxon army, drawn up on the Dutch model and shattered by the impact of Tilly's regiments, nearly lost the battle for Gustavus Adolphus Although Gustavus himself was originally persuaded of the apparent advantages of the small unit^', his experiences in Poland led him to a recognition of the fragility of an army deployed in such formations. In consequence, he joined three or four squadrons together to form the brigade, whose cohesion and striking power was demonstrated so clearly at Breitenfeld and Lützen^'. Though the squadron retained an administrative existence and could be called upon for special assignments, Swedish success in battle consisted in the greater and greater Integration of squadrons into the brigades. By the 1630's it was evident that the formation of 1,500-2,000 men had sustained its Position against the reformers. Yet despite this vindication, the strength of units continued to decline. This phenomenon indicates the limitations of any purely tactical explanation of military developments in this period; the decline owes nothing to conscious choice, everything to the vagaries and corruption of the systems for troop recruitment in a Situation of protracted warfare.
In France, financial and supply difficulties, fraud, death, sickness and desertion, combined to ensure that unit strengths fluctuated wildly throughout the campaign, and were in all cases a small fraction of their theoretical »paper« strengths. Although a prestige French regiment was supposedly composed of twenty companies of 100 men, even official calculations took the companies at 60, so that the unit was assumed to be 1,200 strong^^. In reality the strength could be anything from 1,000 down to 200 effectives, with a typical strength of 500-650^'. Not surprisingly the French came increasingly to abandon the regiment as a tactical entity, and to amalgamate them into fighting bataillons of 800-900 men^' -ironically these now proved, in general, to be tiie larger unit. The practice of separating the administrative and tactical unit, far from being an anachronism, was in fact the only practical approach to the Organisation of armies whose affective strength fluctuated wildly. It seems possible that Gustavus Adolphus' decision to combine the two in the squadron, a Step whose Utility is considered to be self-evident^°, may well have precipitated the same type of uncertainty about real unit strengths and provided an additional motive for the creation of the brigades. Certainly Professor Roberts' contention that the average size of units feil from 3,000 to about 30 men^' draws attention to a circumstance that was far from generally welcomed. The latter figure reflected not a tactical decision, bat the inabiliiy of governments to coerce their entrepreneurs into the recruitment and maintenance of full-strength companies. Jacobi of Wallhausen's complaints about the disproportionate cost of officers' salaries in small units find a practical echo in the French administrative correspondence of this period, deeply preoccupied with the financial bürden and military inefficiency of supporting low-strength units with a füll complement of officers B) The assumption made about changes in tactical formations, and in particular about the respective deployment of pikes and firearms in the infantry unit, also seem open to question. Characteristic of the descriptions of these tactical developments appears to be an implicit Convention that the enemy forces remained static, frozen in a formation that would best illustrate the improved tactics of the army under particular study. It is difficult to discover how, precisely, the tercios fought, but circumstantial evidence suggests that they were not prepared to maintain the illogical formations habitually ascribed to them^^. It is usually proposed that tercios and other »large« units were always deployed in a Square, deep formation, with a central block of pikemen surrounded on three or four sides by shot, with some additional firearms disposed in wings or separate platoons^"*. The overwhelming disadvantage of such a formation is held to be the restriction upon the firepower that could be brought to bear against an attack upon one side. Yet if the desire to increase the effectiveness of firepower is to be given due weight as the explanation for the reduction in unit size characteristic of all armies during the later sixteenth Century, then its implications for the deployment of units must also be allowed. For the »Military Revolution« thesis leads to the improbable conclusion that although the »conservative« Commanders reduced the size of their units, they persisted in a deep formation that deprived them of the enhanced firepower which had apparently justified the initial reduction. Underlying this misconception is a persistent confusion between the tactics of the Swiss »steam-roller« of the early sixteenth Century, and the characteristic use of infantry as it developed through the Century. The Spanish or Swedish pikeman was not part of a solid mass of troops depending upon weight of impact for effect, nor of some inanimate palisade relying upon mutual Support and the weight of the ranks behind to meet an enemy assault. Tactical manuals suggest that »dose Order« between pikes entailed a space of IV2 paces between each soldier to allow freedom to use the weapon. The Order for an advancing formation was three paces between each pike^^. Pikemen did not depend, as the Swiss spearmen had done, upon the Support of their fellows; as early seventeenth-century manuals indicate, the use of the pike had become a skill quite as elaborate as swordsmanship Thus, there was no merit in depth of pike for its own sake; only the first six rows would be presenting arms to the enemy, while the other rows up to a generally accepted total of ten were a reserve to fill 10 out gaps in the front lines^^. The pikes would be deployed in a central, rectangular block, while the shot was arranged in groups of similar depth on either flank''. When these lauer were to fire, they would move forward and take up positions in front of the pike, forming either long, well-separated rows or combining these with detached, slightly deeper, units^'. Their fire was entirely unaffected by the pikes, and only when the enemy drew dose would the shot fall back through the rows of pike, or resume their positions on either side of them. If the pikemen are assumed to be tightly packed in a Square, the first of these manoeuvres would be dangerous, if not impossible. But this was not the case; the shot could easily pass through the well-spaced pikes, moving forward again when the enemy had retired. Moreover, the Commander, if deciding upon an advance himself, could choose between his shot or his pikemen, for they were not locked together in any fixed Order. At Nieuport, the Archduke Albert ordered a first assault upon the Dutch positions by 500 shot alone, and only when this failed did he send forward a mixed formation of infantry"". It seems evident that from a comparatively early stage infantry units were no longer envisaged as independent moving fortresses; infantry were drawn up in lines and the central concern became the maintenance of a continuous front. What this required, however -and this did represent a seventeenth-century development -was a system of one or more lines of reserves. The Imperial disaster at Breitenfeld was largely a consequence of Tilly's decision, overconfident of the superiority of his troops, to place his entire army in a Single line. Although this allowed him to concentrate a formidable shock against the Swedish/Saxon army, the principal lesson of the battle was that this gain did not justify the single-line deployment'^^. The contrast with Lützen is obvious; Wallenstein could contain and throw back successive Swedish breakthroughs by deployment of his reserves. Although possessing very limited numbers of troops, he created three lines so that his main positions were supported by two sets of reserves. There is in fact some dispute about the Imperial battle order. Most of the reliable sources attest to the three lines, with five regiments in the front and two each in the second and third, the cavalry being concentrated upon the wings'^^. Yet there is an alternative, frequently cited, account of an order centred upon four great infantry squares drawn up in a diamond formation, with one further Square on the right flank amongst the cavalryThe proposal is not inconceivable; this deployment in squares would be appropriate to a battle in which considerable Swedish superiority might lead to outflanking and attacks against the rear of the army. As it happens, the evidence for the line defence seems more convincing; while Wallenstein was pessimistic and did not envisage any possibility of assuming the offensive, he was sufficiently confident of his Position and his entrenchments to draw up his troops in line. He considered, correctly, that the Swedes would concentrate the attack against his centre while his cavalry proved strong enough to hold the flanks. He chose therefore to maximise firepower along the front line. However, at Rocroi, eleven years later, the Spanish infantry provide a rare example of troops who adopted a Square formation. The hollow rectangle, formed after the French cavalry had shattered the Spanish second and third lines, included not merely the tercios viejos but also eighteen cannon which had originally been positioned just in front of the first line. The concentration of firepower and the formation's immense stability enabled the Spanish to beat off three attacks made on all sides by the entire French army. The battle was protracted from 8 -10 a.m., and while this defence led to the wholesale massacre of the Spanish infantry, it also cost the French very heavily -some 4,000 dead and wounded in an army of 23,000. Most importantly, the defence might have permitted the arrival of Beck and the other Spanish corps, some seven kms. away from the battle at 6.30 a.m. -an appearance which would have 11 tipped a far from predictable engagement in Spain's favour"*^.
Lützen and Rocroi serve as practical evidence of the general atiitude to this deployment. The Square was not an archaic formation dose to extinction, still less the fixed Order for the tercio or other »large« units. It had a place in tactical theory and, occasionally, practice, as an ingenious and skilful deployment of troops to meet one particular circumstance -a numerically superior enemy who might prove able to Surround the Units. Even works influenced by the Dutch reforms provide numerous prescriptions for assembling these formations. Jacobi of Wallhausen, is his L'Art Militaire pour ['Infanterie, illustrates a bewildering variety of rectangles, crosses, circles and other geometric devices for between 100 and 6,000 troopsIndeed, it might be suggested that the concern with elaborate drill rituals and geometric precision was far more characteristic of the neo-classical reforms of the Dutch -the belief that geometry and mathematics could provide preconceived solutions to any likely military contingency'*'. Sir James Turner's criticism of »embattling by the square-root« implies that such practices were still part of military theory in the second half of the CenturyElaborate prescriptions for Square formations appear in Gaya's 1689 L'Art de la Guerre, where the specific context of their use is emphasized"". Such deployment in the face of an enemy who might succeed in an outflanking or surrounding manoeuvre had an inherent logic which ensured its survival into the nineteenth Century, and its most celebrated use on the Napoleonic battlefields. Yet this survival should not be allowed to conceal the essentially untypical nature of the 360° formation. Its abandonment in most circumstances was a general feature of the »mili-tary revolution« period.
C) The argument for tactical change also rests upon assertibns about improvements in weaponry and the coordination of the various arms in batde. Here it seems necessary to consider how, in fact, battles were fought in the first half of the seventeenth Century. For it seems at least a reasonable hypothesis that the salient feature of battles -the increasing effectiveness of infantry acting in defence -renders most of the assumptions about tactical change irrelevant. Indeed, in so far as tactical innovations had any effect, it was to consolidate this supremacy of the defensive. This opinion requires some qualification. When armies of obviously unequal capacities were set against each other, the defensive potential of the lesser force could not save it from annihilating defeat. This was the pattern of all the major engagements between the White Mountain and Breitenfeld. It is naive to seek explanations for the Protestant -German, Dutch and Danish -defeats in terms of tactical theory: the overcomplexity and passivity of »pure« Maurician tactics. The simpler explanation is that of Clausewitz's »Military Spirit«; an army of veterans, habituated to a long series of wars and victories, possesses an inherent superiority over its contemporary rivals that no amount of tactical readjustment can offset"". Clausewitz himself cites the Spanish under Farnese and the Swedes under Gustavus Adolphus as possessing this spirit in the highest degree. The same could be said of Tilly's Bavarian/Imperial army during the 1620's. In the last resort, the Spanish, Imperial and Swedish armies won battles, not because of their tactical practices or innovations, but because they perceived themselves as elite forces, embodying a national military reputation for which they were prepared to make a far greater personal commitment and sacrifice than their opponents. When such elite forces clashed with each other, the result would tend to be bloody and indecisive. The Imperialist/Bavarian forces greatly underestimated this Swedish spirit at Breitenfeld; subsequent battles at the Alte Veste, Lützen, Nördlingen and into the 1640's reveal opponents implacably committed to a guerre ä outrance, characterised by an apparently incomprehensible 12 spirit of mass and individual sacrifice. This »Military Spirit« is thrown into sharp relief by contrast with the French involvemem in the war after 1635; inexperienced armies, largely uncommitted lo the foreign policy, were successively annihilated by Spanish and Imperial armies down to 1643. French forces proved consistently unable to sustain the offensive, despiie numerical superiority. Even after this period, French mihlary fortunes fluctuated, and forces always tended towards disaster when drawn into batile. Only after 1660 did growing national awareness and military reform produce an army comparably possessed of a »Military Spirit«.
The »committed« troops of the 1630's were operating in a Situation where developments in firearms and their coordination with pikes, immensely strong cohesion within Units, earthwork defences and the effective deployment of reserves, rendered the infantry centre of an army practically invulnerable to a frontal assault. Professor Roberts asserts that the improvements in firing drill, new combinations of musket and pike, developments in cavalry tactics and the emergence of a new light artillery, allowed the Swedes to resume the offensive on European battlefields. Great emphasis is placed upon the use of the salvo by the Swedish shot -the discharge of several rows simultaneously rather than in sequence or at will. It is claimed that this both improved the effectiveness of the defence, and permitted successful assaults against prepared positions'°. The first claim seems open to question; why is »one long and continuated crack of thunder« more intimidating than a continuous hail of fire? Though Professor Roberts asserts that Wallenstein's musketeers had adopted the salvo by the time of the Alte Veste'', eye witness accounts suggest quite the contrary. The Swedish Intelligencer makes the more typical comment that: »the cannons and muskets went off all day long incessantly: so that nothing was to be Seen upon the mountain, but flame and smoke .. "When the practical impact of firepower from defensive positions was so clear, its superficial coordination was probably unnecessary. It may be suspected that salvos were simply the logical product of a specific drill for reloading and firing weapons -itself required as a means to ensure a reasonable rate of fire from units of inexperienced recruits. The more important claim for the salvo is its supposed ability to »shatter« the enemy's ranks' and allow the pikemen to »push into the ruins« in a successful offensive That a salvo will somehow blow a hole in an enemy unit is a classic piece of tactical theory divorced from battlefield reality. Even if a large number of shots did hit their mark, the effect would not be to break up the unit, but to create a barrier of dead and wounded, further impeding any subsequent advance
In fact, however, the effects of firepower were never as overwhelming as the number of weapons and the dose ränge would suggest". As long as the defending unit was prepared to hold its ground, return fire and could draw upon a typical ten ranks to make good losses at the front, it would be capable of blocking and probably repulsing the post-salvo assault. The apparently improved coordination of pike and firearms was insignificant in comparison with the »will to combat« of the forces involved. This tactical development was virtually irrelevant to the battles after the Swedish Invasion of Germany. Only at Breitenfeld did an assault preceded by heavy fire achieve the expected result -the rout of the Saxon army by Tilly's regiments. But again this is a typical case of a massively confident, »professional« army pitted against a force that was demoralised and inexperienced. Brought up against the Swedish second line, the Imperial assault faltered and disintegrated. Equally, no amount of resolution in their assaults could gain the Alte Veste for the Swedes''. At Nördlingen, Saxe-Weimar's troops launched fifteen separate assaults against the Spanish positions on the Allbach without breaking through'^. When, at Lützen, the Swedish assaults forced 13 through Wallenstein's first line, they were thrown back by counter attacks made by cavalry and infantry reserves^'. Faced by confident Dutch or French resisiance, even the Spanish infantry proved unable to overcome well-prepared defensive positions, as Nieuport and Rocroi demonstrated^'. Only one example appears to exist of a battle won by a successful, direct assault upon a prepared centre. At Rheinfelden in February 1638, Saxe-Weimar's troops routed the Imperial forces drawn up outside the town. The circumstances were somewhat exceptional, however, in that the Imperial Commanders were totally unprepared for a further attack by Saxe-Weimar only three days after the apparent defeat of his forces. The units were scarcely deployed before the Weimarians made contact with them. There is little reason to suppose that such a direct assault would have succeeded against well-prepared positions So how were batdes won and lost in this period, given the dead-weight of the infantry's defensive supremacy? Essentially by Operations on the wings of the armies, usually involving exclusively cavalry, which permitted the victor to outflank the main body of the enemy and to launch a simultaneous assault on the flank or rear. This, in conjunction with the continuous pressure of a frontal assault against the infantry centre, would stand a good chance of shattering the capacity for resistance, and precipitating a rout by those elements of the enemy army less committed to a suicidal defence of reputation. Breitenfeld, again, is the exception which suppons the rule. Had Tilly possessed more troops to fling into the assault upon the Swedish centre, his flanking advantage might have proved decisive. At Lützen, the collapse of the Imperial cavalry on the left flank after the death of Pappenheim almost gave the Swedes an outright victory in this typical fashion^^, while at Nördlingen the Spanish/Imperial counter-offensive was successful precisely because the Spanish were able to break in between the forces of Saxe-Weimar and Hörne, outflanking both and undermining their weakening defence«. Baner's initial assaults against the front of the Imperial positions at Wittstock were repulsed with heavy loss; the victory was gained, not without considerable risk, by the lengthy manoeuvre which permitted a simultaneous assault on the rear of the Imperial positions". Rocroi serves as the classic model of this type of victory; an initially weak French infantry defence in the centre just held against Spanish pressure. The Situation was completely changed by the overwhelming victory of the French cavalry on the right wing, their ability to regroup and to move down against the flank of the second and third lines of Spanish infantry. These non-Spanish auxiliaries were routed, exposing the Spanish front line to simultaneous attack by the French cavalry, and by a considerably revived French infantry centre. Finding themselves in an untenable Situation as an extended line, the tercios formed themselves into the great hollow Square in an attempt to stave off disaster^''. Further examples seem unnecessary^^; the pattern by which battles between well-motivated, »professional«; armies were won and lost on the flanks, hence usually by the cavalry, was evident from Lützen onwards.
Given this circumstance, it may be suggested that Gustavus Adolphus' formal attempts to adjust the cavalry's role by a modification of the caracole, were of the most limited practical benefit. After their initial success in the mid-sixteenth Century, particularly at Mühlberg, the adoption of firearms by cavalry proceeded everywhere in Europe The fact that in any engagement with cavalry who were prepared to resort to the arme blanche, the pistoleer force would be worsted, was overlooked^^. The underlying rationale of cavalry equipped with firearms, and their elaborate employment in the caracole^', was the same orthodoxy that it would be possible to blow holes in ten-deep infantry formations as a prelude to charging to contact, or to break the Order of an opposing cavalry force preparatory to a clash with swords. The inability to 14 accept that this would simply not occur against well-disciplined and motivated troops had a predictable effect both upon »progressive« tactical developments, and upon the efforts of their subsequent apologists. The prescriptions for the deployment of Swedish cavalry, and their coordination with detached platoons of musketeers were based upon the assumption that pistoleer tactics could be made to work if only the weight of shot were sufficiently increasedthe same misapprehension which informed tactical changes for the infantry. It is extremely difficult to see how the new system worked in practice; Professor Roberts himself considers that it may simply have been a trading of disadvantages. To make the musketeers' salvos successful -in terms of the theory -it would be necessary for both the cavalry and the platoons of shot to approach to a distance at which they would be subjected to equally heavy counterfire from the defenders. The cavalry themselves would then be so dose that they would find it difficult to build up even the momentum of a rapid trot in the intervening distance, and would leave the defenders time to prepare themselves for the impact. In fact, as horses are not prepared to run straight into obstructions, the cavalry assault would disintegrate some yards away from the reassembled formation. Yet if the advance began out of ränge of the defenders, the musketeers' salvo would prove (even more) ineffective, and the subsequent cavalry Charge stand no chance of success. The real answer to this battlefield impasse was to encourage the cavalry to seek means of getting around the front of infantry units in order to attack on the flank or from behind. But by attaching groups of shot to the cavalry, and permitting the survival of the caracole, Gustavus Adolphus' reform may have made this type of manoeuvre more difficult by discouraging an essential mobility. It seems that the deployment of musketeers amongst the cavalry quickly lost its original character. At Lützen, Wallenstein made use of small groups of shot with the intention, not that they should assist a cavalry offensive, but simply to stabilise the Imperial front line up to Lützen itself In reality, even as tactical theory affirmed a direct reliance upon firearms, cavalry engagements on the flanks of the armies had become far too important to be fought in such a limited fashion. The typical cavalry conflict from Lützen onwards was a dose quarter engagement in which both swords and firearms were used at point-blank ränge. Here again, the crucial factor was not »new« tactics but the resolution of the combatants. The cavalry who defeated their opponents would then have an opportunity to break into the flank or rear of the enemy centre, making outright victory a possibility. At Lützen, the death of Pappenheim and the rout of the Imperial cavalry was, in tactical terms, almost as great a setback as the death of Gustavus Adolphus for the Swedes^^ Even if the cavalry engagement began with an exchange of shot, or with the discharges of some supporting infantry, this would serve only as a prelude to the all-important hand-to-hand engagement on which the outcome of battles after 1632 almost invariably depended. The Swedish cavalry was no different from its enemies in its rapid de facto resumption of a fighting style which owed more to individual commitment and training than tactical reforms. The developments in artillery in this period should not be isolated from these problems. What would have revolutionized the battlefield stalemate was the development of a light and highly mobile field artillery, the horse artillery of a later age, capable of the same degree of mobility as cavalry. The vaunted reforms of Gustavus Adolphus produced nothing capable of approaching this requirement. The Swedish king devised a three pound cannon, with an effective ränge of 300 yards, which required a crew of only two gunners and could be manoeuvred with the aid of one horse. The guns were produced in very substantial numbers, and attached to individual infantry squadrons. At Breitenfeld, the Swedes had at least 75 cannon, mainly of this three pound type, 15 against 26 on the Imperial side^^. Yet to all practical purposes, the guns were still stationary during a battle -or rather they were not mobile as a matter of course. The teams of good-quaUty horses and individual, portable supplies of ammunition did not exist to make mobility straightforward; it remained possible only as the result of specific, large-scale Operations. This was the case at Jankow, where a large part of the Swedish military effort consisted in getting cannon up to a position, overlooking the flank of the Imperial army, that had earlier been taken by the cavalry^^. In contrast to this, Gustavus Adolphus considered it too difficult and dangerous to despatch infantry and artillery support to Saxe-Weimar, who had captured a vantage point overlooking Wallenstein's camp on the Alte VesteProfessor Roberts' contention that it was artillery of the Swedish type, in conjunction with cavalry, that accounted for the destruction of the Spanish tercios at Rocroi, is misleading. It was the arrival of a couple of French field pieces which, in conjunction with massed infantry fire, made it possible finally to break open the Spanish Square at the fourth assault. However, this success was in marked contrast to the failure of previous assaults without artillery support, during which time the French cannon were being moved painstakingly across a few hundred yards of battlefield^^. Unable to move with the cavalry to exploit an advantageous flanking attack, the effect of light artillery was to strengthen the already weighty preeminence of defensive tactics, raising the levels of casualties and ensuring the costly failure of any direct assault upon prepared positions.
In the course of this discussion it becomes evident that an unbridgeable gap lies between tactical theory -the supposed resumption of the offensive with the aid of enhanced and redeployed firepower -and the perceived reality of battles characterised by a growing defensive capability and decided by »traditional«, close-quarter cavalry engagements. Whether or not this revision is accepted completely, it must indicate the dangers of relying upon justifications of self-conscious Innovators and, in general, of attaching too much importance in any explanation of military success to the effects of tactical changes.
II
Given this overwhelming superiority of the defensive, it might reasonably be asked why pitched battles occurred at all? The post-1621 phase of the war in the Netherlands was marked by the almost total disappearance of set-piece battles in favour of protracted sieges and elaborate manoeuvrings Yet elsewhere in Europe battles were still sought and waged with a commitment which suggests that they were considered to be of crucial importance. Paradoxically, the explanation for this readiness to commit armies to potentially decisive engagements lies not in a positive conception of the role of battle in an overall strategy, but in the failure of such strategy to provide any escape from the constraints of finance and logistics. Because of this failure, army Commanders, even after victorious battles, were more likely to be prisoners of circumstances than masters of states. Professors Roberts and Parker agree in regarding an immense increase in the size of armies over the period 1500 -1700 as clear evidence of some type of revolution. It is perhaps necessary to draw a distinction between military and, broadly speaking, political factors in accounting for this expansion. In aggregate, armies increased at least ten-fold, from the forces of 25 -30,000 men employed by the powers involved in the Italian Wars of the early sixteenth century^^, to the 387,520 troops theoretically maintained in the armies and garrisons of France in 1690^'. Yet such figures suggest a steady increase in the size of armies which is misleading. The forces involved in specific battles in the 1640's/50's were individually no larger than those of the previous 16
Century^'. Even in the more prosperous 1630's, battles involving substantially more than 20,000 troops were rare. Breitenfeld, with 41,000 Swedes and Saxons set against Tilly's 31,000 troops, was unique down to tiie 1660's'°. Indeed, the wars of Louis XIV were the first occasion of a real increase in the forces involved in battles. This disparity between the overall size of the forces raised by the European powers, and those actually involved on the battlefield, deserves some attention. Professor Parker argues that the increase in the size of armies was due, in the first instance, to the developmem of fortification techniques -above all to the trace italienne -which required many more troops, especially relatively cheap infantry, to enforce an effective blockade". However, overlapping with this, and increasingly taking over from it at the beginning of the seventeenth Century, was a more obviously political conception of the role of military force. Charles V does not appear to have thought beyond individual victories in the field towards a permanent military Solution to the political challenge of the German Protestant princes; Mühlberg was not followed by any systematic employment of military coercion. The contrast with the use of the Imperial and Bavarian armies in the 1620's is striking. The threat or reality of military pressure was here being used to enforce substantial political and religious change. From the expansion of the Army of Flanders in the 1570's, it seems clear that armies were perceived as a means to place pressure upon entire states and populations by their simple presence, as much as Instruments for winning a specific military advantage. The imposition of the Edict of Restitution in a Situation where the Catholic armies were unchallenged in Germany provides the clearest example of this conception of the use of military force.
To this political intention must be added the incontestable fact that the inflationary process was both cumulative and irreversible. Given that substantial numerical inferiority was a handicap that no Strategie or tactical innovations could overcome, it became incumbent upon major states to raise the largest armies possible. Even if Gustavus Adolphus and Richelieu accepted neither the political nor technical justifications for military expansion, the established size of the Habsburg war machine by the 1630's made a comparable effort to raise unprecedented armies inevitable. None of this seems particularly contentious; what does require more substantial modification is the assumption made by both Roberts and Parker that the expansion of armies was dependent upon the fulfilment of certain administrative and financial preconditions in the State. Both consider that »there had to be governments capable of Organising and Controlling large forces«, and capable of mobilising and expanding the financial resources of Society'^. While this was undoubtedly the case in the later seventeenth Century -evidenced in Brandenburg-Prussia, Sweden, the Cromwellian Protectorate and, above all, France", it was certainly not the case amongst the protagonists of the Thirty Years' "War. The period of substantial military expansion, above all, the 1620's/30's, coincided with the apogee of the military enterpriser, the colonel or »General Contractor« who offered to undertake the administrative and (immediate) financial burdens of raising a regiment or an entire army for their overlords It seems paradoxical that monarchs, increasingly concerned to assert the theory of absolute sovereignty, should have had to rely upon armies raised and maintained by private contractors. Yet this is less contradictory than it appears, since the greatly inflated armies of this period were forced by external poütical circumstances upon states whose administrative structures were not able to cope with this expansion. Indeed, without the administrative and above all, credit facilities of the enterpriser, even the great powers of the early seventeenth Century would have proved unable to raise the armies of 50,000 -100,000 characteristic of this period. Even where, as in Holland, the capacity to fund the army through State 17 Channels existed, the enterprise system was still adopted to avoid the administrative bürden and »opportunity cost« of recruiting a directly levied militia in the Provinces'^. In most cases, however, the principal reason was financial incapacity -the broadening gulf between the revenues available to the State and the cost of the armies that it feh obliged to maintain. Not merely were the revenues inadequate overall, but the primitive mechanisms of tax extraction rendered it impossible to collect large sums at the crucial points in the military year: spring recruitment, initial campaign expenses, autumn disbandment or winter quarters. The entrepreneur could make good these inadequacies through his (comparatively stronger) credit facilities -the ability to mobilise a host of avaricious subcontractors, and his relationship with pure financiers who had access to the international money market'^. Yet all of this was ultimately sleight of hand; at some point the State had to pay for the army mobilised through the efforts of its entrepreneur-subjects. Merely to keep the credit-system running, Wallenstein stipulated that he required »ein par Million alle Jahr« Beyond this, however, any substantial payment of the entrepreneurs' expenses would be outside the resources of the government. The »Solution« was the notorious Kontributionssystem -licence to exact cash payments from enemy, neutral and ultimately, friendly territory at well above the rates required for the basic subsistence of the army''. The difference would be employed to reimburse the colonels, captains and other subcontractors for a portion of their initial outlay, and to satisfy the most pressing demands of the financiers and suppliers. The inherent problem of such a system was that, especially when combined with the general, illegal depradations of the soldiery, it would rapidly exhaust the economic Potential of whole areas of the campaign theatre. This process was accelerated by the reluctance of the civilian populations to submit willingly to repeated, crippling exactions in money and kind. Contributions therefore had to be extracted under continuous military pressure. Wallenstein suggested that he could support an army of 50,000 men in Germany, but not one of 20,000
The armies expanded for yet another nonmilitary reason: to facilitate the levy of Contributions which, by their very Scale, inevitably rendered this method of supporting the forces increasingly unreliable. What were the alternatives? In this period it seems clear that there were none. France provides an illuminating example of a State which rejected a purely entrepreneurial model for its army. The experience of civil war and weak, regency government characteristic of most of the period 1560-1629, rendered the French crown implacably opposed to the principle of delegating military authority under any form of overt entrepreneurship'°. Yet the resources available to the French crown were no more capable of supporting its military commitment. Officers and overall Commanders were informally expected to contribute to the costs of their units or armies, but under various formulae which ruled out any claim to reciprocal entrepreneurial rights. The officer had no control over the disbandment or reformation of his unit, and could expect no compensation for any costs incurred during the command. Even if killed on active Service, he had no guarantee that the unit would subsequently be transferred to one of his relatives, rather than to a fresh petitioner. The crown, attempting to sustain a military effort beyond its accessible resources, played upon the enthusiasm for military office amongst the wealthy groups of French society, and the subsequent threat to disband their units, as a means to obtain the additional credit that elsewhere was mobilised by an acknowledged, contracted entrepreneurial system. The price paid in terms of the absenteeism, Insubordination and corruption of the French officer-corps was entirely disproportionate. Had an effective military administration existed as it was to do in the 1660's/70's, it might have proved pössible to minimize the worst effects of 18 this system. In fact, the financial inadequacy which pushed the government towards such dangerous expedients was matched by a complete failure of the existing administration to meet the challenge of Controlling the army, or of disciplining and restraining the corruption of the officer-corps. Far from leading to rationalisation and development, large-scale warfare pushed this administration into an increasingly all-pervasive inadequacy. Together with the related inability to develop a permanent, professional officer-corps, this failure does much to explain the outstandingly poor Performance of the French army during Richelieu's ministry. Both entrepreneurship and this inadequate blend of central direction and unreciprocated credit-exploitation, imposed constraints upon army Commanders. The general of an army made up of entrepreneur colonels and their regiments had to deploy his forces primarily to facilitate the extraction of Contributions, and had to maintain a sufficient number of troops under arms to coerce the payment of these by reluctant civil populations. Equally, the French Commander was constantly faced by the realities of inherently inadequate central funding. A Contribution system was not (at least legally) authorised, and the compensatory mobilisation of the officers' resources confirmed their view of themselves as privileged volunteers, serving at personal convenience rather than under enforceable contracts.
It is the presence of these constraints which renders discussion of developments, or a revolution, in strategy largely unconvincing. The overriding need to pay and supply armies inflated beyond the capacities of their states, reduced strategy to a crude concern with territorial occupation or its denial to the enemy. Inadequate administration, or the limited Contribution-potential of the main campaign theatres sharply constrained the Commanders' freedom of action. Large-scale transport of suppliesdespite the establishment of rudimentary frontier magazines -was beyond the capacities of the early modern State, which could raise troops but not the horses, Waggons and food supplies required to Support them on an extended campaign. The constant penalty for failure to exact finance and supplies, or for the non-cooperation of tresoriers, financiers or munitionnaires'^^, was the dissolution of the army. Troops who had not received a basic subsistence in money or kind would desert. (Mutiny, although equally destructive, was the prerogative of elite forces, confident of their central importance to the war-effort'^.) Mass desertion, facilitated by the corruption or absenteeism of the unit officers, could destroy the military capacity of the State far more effectively than enemy action'^. The French army which attempted to invade Flanders in 1635 was fairly reliably calculated at 22,000 infantry and 4,500 cavalry'"*. By mid-June, supply problems had reduced this to 13,000 foot and 4,000 horse, while by the end of the campaign the army numbered fewer than 8,000 infantry and 2,000 cavalry, despite having received reinforcements from Picardy in July''. This wastage rate of between 50 and 75% was typical, striking only in that the French obligations to the Dutch ensured that the army began the campaign with an exceptionally high effective strength. In most cases the armies entered the campaigns significantly under strength. Large-scale desertion before and during the campaigns rendered calculations of army size meaningless, and suggests that the forces of 150-200,000 troops customarily ascribed to Richelieu's war effon overestimates the reality by at least 50%'^. While the uniquely unsatisfactory relationship between the administration and the officer corps may have aggravated the problem of mass desertion in the French case, there can be no doubt that it was the common experience of all the armies of the period. Gustavus Adolphus' army in Bavaria was reduced by at least 50% during the fruitless three-month siege of Wallenstein's camp outside Nuremberg'^. How could a collapse of army strength be avoided? For the French, or any other army unable to draw upon Contributions, by not outrunning the supply facilities 19 (however inadequate) established in the frontier provinces, and by imposing the most rigorous constraints upon military action. Attempts to move beyond limited policies simpiy revealed the extent to which logistical practice lagged behind the scale of armies -with invariably disastrous consequences". Moving across the Rhine and iiving from a de facto Contribution system in competition with enemy forces might appear a Solution. In reality the extent of the devastation in these areas, and the tenacity of the Imperial forces, rendered the systematic extraction of Support almost impossible. Desertion in the French »armies of Germany« was catastrophic; the simple news that a Unit was to move into Germany could reduce it by 50% overnight, according to Richelieu Where the Contribution system had to be made to operate, it was unrealistic to envisage any type of strategy that did not accept this as the fundamental priority. The main issue was whether the Contributions could be gathered from enemy territory -thus imposing additional pressure upon the opponent -or whether the army would be forced to live off neutral or home territory. Campaigns reflected this simple logistical imperative: battles were about the control of territory with supply Potential, not the culmination of any overall strategy clearly and directly related to the state's war-aims. In that fatal sense warned of by Clausewitz, warfare had become completely divorced from its political object^°°. Breitenfeld occured, not because Gustavus Adolphus was confident of his capacity to defeat Tilly's veterans and anxious to seek out battle as quickly as possible but because of the need to expand the Contribution-base of his own army and to deny Tilly the opportunity of using Saxony for the same purpose. After Breitenfeld, Gustavus did not use his enhanced army in a direct advance against the Hereditary Lands to try to end the war decisively, but moved into the Rhineland, subjecting the various principalities to systematic Contributions. Given the diplomatic difficulties that this provoked with France, angling as ever to create a Catholic, anti-Habsburg power-bloc in Germany, and the essential Strategie pointlessness of the move in terms of Sweden's declared war aims, it must be taken as a clear instance of the influence of logistics upon strategy'®^. In 1632, the duel between Wallenstein and Gustavus Adolphus reflected the same preoccupation. The destruction of half of the Swedish army before Nuremberg owed little to the specific failure to capture Wallenstein's positions, far more to the confinement of 45,000 troops in an area whose supply-potential was quickly exhausted and where the yield from more extended zones of Contribution began to dry up. Having exploited this logistical circumstance to his advantage, "Wallenstein, dispersing his army rather than suffering its dissolution through growing supply difficulties, was himself caught by Gustavus at Lützen This explains the disparity between the size of armies overall and of the forces involved on a specific battlefield. The limitations of the supply system severely restricted the number of troops who could be concentrated in one particular theatre. Gustavus Adolphus' »Great Are« of seven separate forces advancing across Germany seems less the product of Strategie genius*®'*, more a response to the common knowledge that 175,000 men (or whatever force Sweden actually had under arms at this stage) concentrated upon a Single front would simpiy starve. Garrisoning, largely to supervise the extraction of Contributions, and the dispersion of blocks of troops over broad areas of territory, were the unavoidable consequence of sustaining an army of this Scale in the absence of effective centralised administration and supply. I have deliberately chosen examples of strategy determined by logistics from the early 1630's, perhaps the halcyon period of military entrepreneurship. The Situation for both Kontrihutionssystem and direct administration had deteriorated significantly by the 1640's. The exhaustion of numerous campaign theatres was compounded by the most notorious aspect of the Thirty Years' War -the systematic ravaging and de-20 struction of whole areas of territory in a bid to deprive the enemy of logistical Support after the »friendly« army had withdrawn. Far from being a product of confessional barbarism, the policy reflected a clear-sighted awareness that the movements of the enemy could be severely restricted by the efficient destruction of local resources. So, however, were the subsequent Strategie choices available to the Commander who ordered the destruction. The size of the individual armies involved in Operations or battles feil drastically: 10 -15,000 troops seems to have been the typical size, outside of Franco-Spanish campaigns on the Flanders frontier. Attempts are made to dignify what had degenerated into a struggle almost exclusively concerned with control of territory which might provide temporary relief from the all-pervasive problem of supply and finance. The »new style« of warfare -small armies containing at least 50% cavalry -abandoned systematic Contributions in favour of direct extortion and a guerre des courses devoid of Strategie signifieanee. The war beeame one of survival: the series of defeats suffered by the Imperial armies after 1645 did not bring a military Solution within sight. They did, however, confirm that the Swedish and French armies controlled the exiguous supply potential of Germany. As long as the war continued the Emperor would be foreed to Support his shrinking armies from the resources of the Hereditary Lands. Even had he been prepared to aecept such an expedient, it is probable that his military entrepreneurs would not. The Peace of Westphalia, with its concern for Swedish indemnities and the consolidation of the Emperor's power within his own territories, is a significant indication of the nature of warfare in the 1640's; victories could consolidate a military advantage but could not precipitate any overall defeat of the enemy State. The continuation of the Franco/Spanish conflict down to 1659 merely emphasised the same Situation.
Peace, the return of relative prosperity, and the development of a far more effective military administration, permitted the further expansion of armies from the 1660'san inflationary process fuelled on this occasion by Louis XIV's France. Yet the vice of logistical constraints was scarcely loosened in its grip upon the formulation and execution of strategy. As G. Perjes proposes:
»If the efficiency of strategy was impaired by the initial trouble, difficulties arising from the low Standards of food supply and agrarian techniques, low population density and the backwardness of transportation methods, how much greater was the gulf between the political aims of the war and the strategy destined to realise them, since the inadequacy of State administration and financial difficulties themselves were instrumental in widening this gap.« The central feature of seventeenth-century warfare was the relative ease with which states could raise large numbers of troops, but in circumstances where it proved impossible to match these forces with adequate or reliable administrative mechanisms. In the first half of the Century the problem was above all of inadequate financial resources to pay or supply the armies. The »administrative revolution« of the second half, and the füll emergence of the »coercion/extraction« cycle, may have gone some distance towards solving the immediate problem, but this served only to reveal the inherent technological and bureaucratic weaknesses of early modern states confronted with the bürden of supporting armies 200 -300,000 strong. Throughout the Century the penalty for neglecting logistical imperatives -in effect, for pursuing a strategy reflecting political war-aims -remained the collapse of the army through mass-desertion or complete supply failure.
Thus on counts of both tactics and strategy, I have reservations about the concept of a »military revolution« in the period 1560-1660. In the field of tactics there is little evidence to support a division into »progressives« and »conservatives« in matters of unit size and formations. Improvements in weaponry and the methods of combining the three arms merely Consolidated the already imposing preeminence of the army drawn 21 up on the defensive. The partial Solution to the problem of reestablishing a balance between offensive and defensive came from a systematic resumption of close-quarter cavaliy engagements. While it might be too sweeping to suggest that Commanders in the Thirty Years' War were entirely uninfluenced by Strategie considerations, their freedom to act in accordance with any overall strategy was almost completely curtailed. The growing size of armies initially reflected political considerations and ambitions; subsequently it became a necessary response to the commitment of other powers. Forced to increase beyond the resources available to the State, the insoluble problems of pay and supply became progressively all-embracing as the war moved into its final crisis. Tactics and strategy in the Thirty Years' War are perhaps best characterised as being undermined by two persistent failures: in the one case, to break the dominance of the defensive; in the other, to cope with logistical inadequacy.
